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browser. Lower unit interchange chart. Thread starter Faztbullet Start date Oct 20, Status Not
open for further replies. Faztbullet Supreme Mariner. Joined Mar 2, Messages 13, I have seen
quite a number of posts asking for this so here goes This chart for direct bolt on with no part
changes Looper V Magnum Series Lighting Series Joined Nov 11, Messages 51, Joined Feb 25,
Messages 4, Re: Lower unit interchange chart didnt see the ? V4 looper with 13 spline yeah
what I have!! Re: Lower unit interchange chart Added yours Bob!!!!! Northwoods Recruit.
Joined Oct 24, Messages 2. Re: Lower unit interchange chart Pardon the lack of boat
knowledge, but is this chart for every make of boat motor? I found one that said it would fit any
Johnson between the years of but according to this chart that would not be the case. Joined Oct
21, Messages 5, Re: Lower unit interchange chart Evinrudes won't work on Johnson Re: Lower
unit interchange chart Northwoods said:. Pardon the lack of boat knowledge, but is this chart
for every make of boat motor? Re: Lower unit interchange chart You need the year unit. Do yoiu
need a complete unit or just the housing? Re: Lower unit interchange chart Complete lower unit
Here's the link that the ad went to that is supposed to help determine if the lower unit will work.
Joined Sep 30, Messages Re: Lower unit interchange chart Looking to see if these two will
interchange, evinrude 25s from and Both NON-through hub exhaust. The has bad gears, the has
cracked case. Can I mix and match parts? Thanks again. Re: Lower unit interchange chart if you
use this site, and click on the little magnifing glass, next to the part. Re: Lower unit interchange
chart tashasdaddy said:. James R Commander. Joined Feb 1, Messages 2, Re: Lower unit
interchange chart Bob J. That would be a most useful site. Maybe someone out there has it.
Joined Jun 22, Messages 1, Re: Lower unit interchange chart James R said:. Bob J. Joined Apr
24, Messages Re: Lower unit interchange chart Faztbullet said:. Joined Apr 27, Messages Re:
Lower unit interchange chart I have small metal shavings in my lower unit oil. I build import car
motors all day But when it comes to an outboard I can make out what I am looking at but it is all
diffrent. I have a or 82 johnson v4 seahorse. The lower case gears must have screwed up. I
cannot get the lower unit drain plug out. So I put some vaccum line on my gear oil and shoved it
down in the lower part of the gear case and was letting it over flow out not correct but kinda
works and I seen metal shaveings and what not. So I cant understand what lower unit to buy. I
read something like 85hphp? But what is all this about drive shaft length and shifter length. If
someone could tell me the years or hp or size lowerunit i wold be veary greatful. I hope
someone can help me understand all this. Re: Lower unit interchange chart civichatchboi said:.
So I put some vaccum line on my gear oil and shoved it down in the lower part of the gear case
and was letting it over flow out not correct but kinda works Re: Lower unit interchange chart
Thanks bob. I slowly weved it down into the lower case. Ok thank you for helping me. I know
this site probley has the same quistions over and over like most sites. At least this one they
dont bash you as hard. If there are 4 individual plastic carbs, you have a "looper" from the mid
80's on up" I have been digging trying to find this out. Is this true? I pulled a plug and looked at
the piston just to be sure and what you say is accrate. And I do have 4 carbs. So is that guy
right to? Let me know if you think that is right aswell. Joined Sep 19, Messages 12, Re: Lower
unit interchange chart If it has two 2 barrel carbs on a V4, it's a crossflow from the 's through
the 's. There were no crossflows after ; that's when the V4 loopers come in. The early V4
Loopers had 15 spline propshafts on the extra long gearcases but had 13 spline propshafts on
the others. That's clearly shown in the parts catalogs which have different diagrams and parts
lists for the different drives. We have lots more on the site to show you. You've only seen one
page. Check out this post which is one of the most popular of all time. No matter what size of
boat you are running, one of the most critical choices you can make when buying an outboard
motor is the shaft length. All boats are different, and the motor manufacturers produce a variety
of standard lengths. One of the great things about an outboard motor is how versatile it is. An
outboard motor can drive just about any sort of boat with proper mounting. Beyond motorboats
designed for large outboards, you will see outboards hanging on the sterns of everything from
small canoes to large cruising sailboats. Many single-engine boats mount a smaller auxiliary
motor for emergency use. Outboard motors can be fitted to a variety of boats, so manufacturers
have standardized their engines to go on virtually anything. You can order an outboard in
lengths ranging from 15 inches to 30 inches, depending on its power output and possible uses.
Generally, short shaft outboards are 15 inches, long shaft outboards are 20 inches, and
extra-long outboards are 25 inches. Since the length of the shaft of your outboard is associated

with the size boat, smaller engines will generally have shorter shafts. Small portable outboards
ranging from 2 to 20 horsepower are usually sold only in short or long shaft versions. High
powered boats usually only come in long and extra-long variants. Typical motor lengths include
the following. There are also specialty motor shaft lengths. Small motors built for sailboats
might come in a unique configuration with an extremely long shaft since these are mounted
higher off the water. The same is true for the newest, high-powered offshore fishing boats,
where triple or quadruple motor setups are becoming more and more common. What matters is
the actual measurement in the specifications, not the name. The correct shaft length for your
boat depends on a few factors. The first order of business is to measure your boat for the ideal
fit. This will ensure the best performance. How the outboard will sit on the back of the boat
depends on how the transom is designed. Some boats are equipped with transom-hung
outboards while others have a bracket. Having the cavitation plate too low will cause excess
drag and reduced performance at high speeds. Picking the right shaft length is mostly a factor
of the transom height or the back of the boat. Boat hulls are designed in three basic types that
range from slow displacement and semi-displacement hulls to the fastest planing hulls. If you
are running a slower boat, the exact location of the ventilation plate is less important. Having
the cavitation plate a bit lower than the transom is preferable to having it too high. This will keep
the prop in the water when the boat pitches in waves, or hobby-horses. Workboats, sailboats,
and displacement-hulled boats fall into this category. On this type of boat, if you are in doubt,
default to the longer-shafted outboard. The faster your boat, the more critical it is to get the
sizing just right. If your boat planes, pay extra attention to getting the shaft length as close to
perfect as possible. Problems with getting the ventilation plate too low include slower hole-shot
and lower top-end speeds. Bass boats, ski boats , or center cockpit vessels will want to
double-check their measurements to get it just right. The performance of these boats depends
on quite a lot of factors, but getting the outboard length just right is an essential first step. Many
boat transoms are modified to use a different length of outboard by using a bracket. Offshore
vessels are often equipped with a large mounting bracket so that the transom can be left at full
height. This provides seaworthiness and offers maximum protection from large seas. These
allow the mounting of a standard length outboard behind the transom. Smaller boats may use
adjustable jack plates that can be changed to fit any outboard. Sailboats use these sometimes,
as well as some boaters who want to install a much smaller auxiliary motor to use in case of
primary engine failure. Brackets are also handy for boats that do not have flat transoms, like
canoe-stern sailboats or fan-tailed motor vessels. Beefier jack plates can be fitted should a
boater be looking to mount an outboard with a shorter shaft than their transom demands. With a
jack plate, you can mount it exactly where you want it. For vessels with transom-mounted
outboards, you can easily figure out which type of outboard you need to get. Measure from the
top of the transom to the bottom of the hull. Your goal is to measure how the outboard will sit,
so start from the clamping plate and follow the centerline of the hull. Measure straight down to
the lowest point on the hull. For vee-shaped hulls, the lowest spot of the hull will come to point,
while on flat-bottomed boats it will be more or less level. If you are running a twin-engine setup,
then measure the same distance from each clamping plate to the bottom of the hull. This
number will likely be shorter than that for a single-engine installation since you do not
necessarily measure to the point of the keel. For boats equipped with a bracket, calculate the
same measurement but based on the bracket and not the transom. Wherever the outboard
clamping bracket is, use this as the basis for measurement. If your boat is newer and the
manufacturer is still in business, you might also want to try to give them a call. Chances are the
boat was designed with a specific size of outboard in mind. If you are looking to repower, they
may be able to offer some sage advice. Check the literature about your model boat online, and
you may be surprised to find that the number is published for you. Use the mounting bracket on
the motor to know where it will sit on the boat. The flat part of the bracket that rests on the
transom when mounted will give you the same point of reference as the transom does on the
boat. Measure from there down to the top of the cavitation plate, also known as the
anti-ventilation plate. The cavitation plate is the horizontal surface of the lower unit immediately
above the propeller. A: The short answer is â€” Yes. You can use a longer shaft than
recommended and your boat will work fine. However, your boat will have slightly more drag
which will reduce your maximum speed. A: The answer varies by boat, but here are some rules
of thumb for matching a short shaft outboard to your boat. Other boats that need short shafts
are:. Other boats that need long shafts are. A: Any boat that has a 21 to 27 inch aft transom will
need an extra long shaft outboard. Other boats that need extra long shafts are:. Picking the right
shaft length for your outboard is an essential step in getting the best performance from your
boat. Owners of bass boats, RIBs, or offshore fishing boats need to get this right. Displacement
hulled vessels like sailboats and workboats can benefit from a little more space between the

hull and cavitation plate, but not much. Remember, if you use a longer outboard shaft than you
need you will be increasing your draft. You also might not be able to lift the outboard out of the
water entirely for storage. Repowering your boat is one of the most expensive upgrades you
can make. Be sure to measure carefully and research thoroughly before diving in. Happy
boating! Best Seasickness Remedies Seasickness, also called mal de mer, comes in many
forms if you want to sound fancy, ranging from visual disorientation and stomach cramps to
green complexions and losing T-Tops for Your Boat The staple product of the center console
boats was the canvas-covered fixed frame for years. The Fiberglass Top was launched on a
fixed frame by boat manufacturers in the Skip to content. Before you go, check this out! Why
the Outboard Motor Shaft Length Matters No matter what size of boat you are running, one of
the most critical choices you can make when buying an outboard motor is the shaft length.
Read my other articles on outboard motors. Long Shaft Outboard motors can be fitted to a
variety of boats, so manufacturers have standardized their engines to go on virtually anything.
Amazon has plate extensions to allow adjustments without buying a new motor: T-H Marine
Jack Plate Extension Typical motor lengths include the following. Short shaftâ€”15 inches Long
shaftâ€”20 inches Extra-long shaftâ€”25 inches Extra-extra long shaftâ€”30 inches There are
also specialty motor shaft lengths. Selecting the Correct Size Outboard Shaft The correct shaft
length for your boat depends on a few factors. Jack Plates and Transom Brackets Many boat
transoms are modified to use a different length of outboard by using a bracket. How to Measure
Transom Height For vessels with transom-mounted outboards, you can easily figure out which
type of outboard you need to get. Other boats that need short shafts are: Small Sailboats and
small Jon boats Sailboats with movable brackets Zodiacs and other inflatables Canoes Q: What
types of boat need a long shaft? Other boats that need long shafts are Sailboats and small Jon
boats Pontoon boats Carolina Skiffs Q: What types of boat need an extra long shaft? Other
boats that need extra long shafts are: Sailboats Barges that need a lot of thrust Boats with a
high transom Conclusion Picking the right shaft length for your outboard is an essential step in
getting the best performance from your boat. Continue Reading. Packed with power, features
and performance, the BF25 and BF30 outboards are ideal for mid and smaller horsepower
boats. The lightest, most compact outboard engines in their class. Add in a boatload of Honda
exclusive features and they are in a class by themselves. Unmatched maneuverability. It adds
up to maximum quality time on the water with minimum fuss. The BF and BF deliver powerful
peace of mind. With features designed for optimal performance and efficiency, you can count
on the and day in and day out. From easier maintenance to tougher corrosion resistance, the
new BF, BF, and BF outboards take legendary Honda performance into new waters. Rocky
bottom shallows, white river rapids, and even over sandbars â€” the Honda 65hp Jet can take
you there. More power to explore the shallows. All information contained herein applies to U. To
find out more, read our cookie policy. Information about Honda's response to Covid Home Find
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Messages 51, Joined Feb 25, Messages 4, Re: Lower unit interchange chart didnt see the ? V4
looper with 13 spline yeah what I have!! Re: Lower unit interchange chart Added yours Bob!!!!!
Northwoods Recruit. Joined Oct 24, Messages 2. Re: Lower unit interchange chart Pardon the
lack of boat knowledge, but is this chart for every make of boat motor? I found one that said it
would fit any Johnson between the years of but according to this chart that would not be the
case. Joined Oct 21, Messages 5, Re: Lower unit interchange chart Evinrudes won't work on
Johnson Re: Lower unit interchange chart Northwoods said:. Pardon the lack of boat
knowledge, but is this chart for every make of boat motor? Re: Lower unit interchange chart
You need the year unit. Do yoiu need a complete unit or just the housing? Re: Lower unit
interchange chart Complete lower unit Here's the link that the ad went to that is supposed to
help determine if the lower unit will work. Joined Sep 30, Messages Re: Lower unit interchange
chart Looking to see if these two will interchange, evinrude 25s from and Both NON-through
hub exhaust. The has bad gears, the has cracked case. Can I mix and match parts? Thanks
again. Re: Lower unit interchange chart if you use this site, and click on the little magnifing
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a most useful site. Maybe someone out there has it. Joined Jun 22, Messages 1, Re: Lower unit
interchange chart James R said:. Bob J. Joined Apr 24, Messages Re: Lower unit interchange
chart Faztbullet said:. Joined Apr 27, Messages Re: Lower unit interchange chart I have small
metal shavings in my lower unit oil. I build import car motors all day But when it comes to an
outboard I can make out what I am looking at but it is all diffrent. I have a or 82 johnson v4
seahorse. The lower case gears must have screwed up. I cannot get the lower unit drain plug
out. So I put some vaccum line on my gear oil and shoved it down in the lower part of the gear
case and was letting it over flow out not correct but kinda works and I seen metal shaveings and
what not. So I cant understand what lower unit to buy. I read something like 85hphp? But what
is all this about drive shaft length and shifter length. If someone could tell me the years or hp or
size lowerunit i wold be veary greatful. I hope someone can help me understand all this. Re:
Lower unit interchange chart civichatchboi said:. So I put some vaccum line on my gear oil and
shoved it down in the lower part of the gear case and was letting it over flow out not correct but
kinda works Re: Lower unit interchange chart Thanks bob. I slowly weved it down into the lower
case. Ok thank you for helping me. I know this site probley has the same quistions over and
over like most sites. At least this one they dont bash you as hard. If there are 4 individual plastic
carbs, you have a "looper" from the mid 80's on up" I have been digging trying to find this out.
Is this true? I pulled a plug and looked at the piston just to be sure and what you say is accrate.
And I do have 4 carbs. So is that guy right to? Let me know if you think that is right aswell.
Joined Sep 19, Messages 12, Re: Lower unit interchange chart If it has two 2 barrel carbs on a
V4, it's a crossflow from the 's through the 's. There were no crossflows after ; that's when the
V4 loopers come in. The early V4 Loopers had 15 spline propshafts on the extra long gearcases
but had 13 spline propshafts on the others. That's clearly shown in the parts catalogs which
have different diagrams and parts lists for the different drives. Will fit 75 and 90 HP 4 cylinder
motors. Available with a 20" driveshaft only. Standard rotation. Despite the photo above, you
will receive a black lower unit. This unit comes with a three-year fault-free warranty. Please
provide your engine model number to help confirm compatibility. Additional shipping charges
will apply to Hawaii, Alaska, and to United States territories. International shipping is also
available. Please email for quotes. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Login or Sign Up 0.
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Kits Seal Kits. You save. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share
This Article. Didn't find the Outboard Part you needed? We have many additional parts in our
warehouse. Please contact us directly to let us do a custom search for the part you need. Fill
Out The Form Below:. Fill out my online form. Product Videos. Custom Field. Product Reviews.
You May Also Like Quick view. Choose Options. Add to Cart. New Sterndrive Engineering
Yamaha V6 2. The Boat Yard has a wide variety of used outboard lower units for sale. We have a
wide variety of lower units from all major brands in stock. We have modern and antique used
outboard lower units that are hard to find. Here at The Boat Yard we have all types of lower units
for large and small outboard motors. Our gear cases are in great shape and we test everything
to make sure that it is in good working order. We carry used Yamaha lower units, Johnson lower
units, Evinrude lower units, Mercury lower un
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its, Honda lower units, Suzuki lower units, Mariner lower units, and many others. We do not
have low quality aftermarket lower units imported from overseas. We have the real deal. We
carry only used genuine lower units and lower unit parts. The lower units that we have in stock
will save you time and money. All of our lower units come with a 30 fault free warranty. We
encourage you to experience the quality, support, and performance of our high quality used
replacement lower units. You will also and have the peace of mind of our day fault-free
warranty. We stand behind all parts and products for your peace of mind. Be sure to fill out the
Parts Request Form so we can help you find what you are looking for. Be sure to put in the year
of motor that you have and if possible the part number. Feel free to give us a call at with any
questions or concerns that you may have. We will be more than happy to talk you through the
process. Used Lower Units for Boats. Home Used Lower Units for Boats.

